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Abstract
We investigate a neural-network (NN)-based hypothesis test to distinguish different W ′ and
charged scalar resonances through the ` + ET channel at hadron colliders. This is traditionally
challenging due to a four-fold ambiguity at proton-proton colliders, such as the Large Hadron
Collider. Of the neural network approaches we studied, we find a multi-class classifier based on
a convolutional neural network (CNN) to be the best approach, where the CNN is trained on
2D histograms made from the transverse momentum pT and pseudorapidity η of `. The CNN
performance is quite impressive and can begin to distinguish between hypotheses when the signal
to background ratio is above 10%, with near perfect performance for S/B & 60%. In addition,
the performance is quite robust against variations in the signal such as the overall signal strength
and the decay width of the resonance. As a comparison to traditional approaches, we compare our
method with Bayesian hypothesis testing and discuss the pros and cons of each approach. Finally,
by considering the next-to-leading order (NLO) process with an additional jet, we demonstrate that
one can generalize the CNN to multi-dimensional histograms by utilizing RGB colors to represent
different variable pairs. The neural network scheme presented in this paper is a powerful tool that
could help investigate the properties of charged resonances and more generally can be applied to
many other hypothesis testing situations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the discovery of the W boson through the eν decay channel in 1983 at the SPS
collider [1, 2], the search for W ′ and other charged boson resonances has continued. The
latest analyses include the 13 TeV search in the di-jet channel conducted by ATLAS [3],
and the 13 TeV search with ` + j [4] and ` + ET [5] final states conducted by CMS. So
far, the mass limits have been pushed above the TeV level (see ref. [6]), and thus future
W ′ signals are expected to occur at higher energies in high-energy hadron colliders. One
such example is the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which is the main focus of our
study. In this case, the leptonic search turns out to be a favorable choice, as it avoids the
large QCD background. Some of the most important properties to be identified of a W ′
would be the mass, decay width, and couplings to the Standard Model (SM) fermions; if we
further include the study of charged scalar bosons, spin would also be important. However,
determining the boson’s couplings and spins in its center-of-mass (COM) frame at the LHC
suffers from two ambiguities:
• Unknown initial state: To study the Lorentz structure of a charged current interaction,
the incident partons must be identified so as to define the forward direction (e.g. in
the quark direction, not the anti-quark direction.). Due to the parton distribution
functions (PDFs), the best one can do is to make a reasonable guess for this from the
PDF properties [7].
• Missing longitudinal momentum: Since the colliding frames of the incident partons
are typically boosted, we need to identify the missing longitudinal momentum to
correctly determine the COM angular distribution in cos θCOM. From kinematics,
the longitudinal momentum can be solved from a quadratic equation assuming the
mediating boson to be on-shell, but there is no event-by-event information that can be
used to determine which of the two quadratic solutions is correct. This ambiguity has
already been pointed out in several studies involving  ET , such as the reconstruction
of W → eν at the SPS pp Collider [1] and top pair production at the Tevatron [8].
Even though the mentioned ambiguities have imposed an obstacle to such studies, several
studies based on traditional approaches have still been conducted to reconstruct the infor-
mation of the W ′, such as refs. [9–13].
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In this paper, we investigate deep-learning-based approaches to tackle the problem of
determining the spin and interaction type of a heavy charged boson resonance through its
leptonic decay channels. In particular, we will consider W ′ and H, generic spin-1 and spin-
0 charged resonances respectively. Over the past few years, neural networks have made
enormous strides on a variety of challenging problems in different fields. Some recent high
energy physics applications include refs. [14–23].
The above ambiguities make event-by-event reconstruction by a neural network challeng-
ing, but classification based on a collection of events can still have significant distinguishing
power. Bosons with different leptonic couplings and spins will manifest distinctive kinematic
features which become apparent as one accumulates events. Thus, instead of trying to re-
construct the spins and couplings directly, we can use a multi-class neural network classifier
that takes measured lab quantities of a set of events as input. There are two straightforward
ways to input this collection of events: either simply feed it in event-by-event as an array, or
combine a number of events and form 2D histograms by choosing a certain pair of variables.
The latter would be similar to feeding in part of the probability density function on the
chosen 2D kinematic plane. We have considered the following three NN models for this
problem:
• Deep Neural Network (DNN): We constructed a simple DNN trained upon the kine-
matic information of ` from each individual event.
• Convolutional Neural Network (CNN): We constructed a simple CNN trained upon
2D histograms made from pairs of kinematic observables of a certain number of events.
• Transfer-Learning Network (TLN): As a more sophisticated CNN model, a TLN has
a part called the base model, which is modified from a publicly available pre-trained
model, and another part called the top model, which links the output of the base model
to the target output layer. We choose the VGG-19 model [24] as the base model, and
import the pre-trained weights from the ImageNet database [25]. The TLN serves as
a comparison with our own CNN.
The first two methods mentioned above have already been proposed and used in ref. [22]
to distinguish the mono-jet and di-jet signatures of weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs) from those of the SM and other dark matter models. During our study, we found
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that the DNN could barely distinguish among the three classes, while the CNN outperformed
the TLN. The first comparison shows that changing from individual-event identification to
“global” feature identification would increase the efficiencies. The second comparison tells
that there is no need for a sophisticated NN model to solve this problem, as the features
within the base model of TLN do not seem general enough to outperform our own fully
trained CNN. Therefore, we will only demonstrate the results of the CNN in this paper.
In our study, we investigate the application of this method to the classification of samples
into the following three coupling classes1:
• Vector/Axial (VA): This class corresponds to a W ′ with vector-like (V) fermionic
couplings, ∼ W ′µψγµψ, or axial-vector-like (A) fermionic couplings, ∼ W ′µψγµγ5ψ.
• Chiral (CH): This class corresponds to aW ′ with left-handed (LH) fermionic couplings,
∼ W ′µψγµ(1− γ5)ψ, or right-handed (RH) fermionic couplings, ∼ W ′µψγµ(1 + γ5)ψ.
• Scalar (SC): This class corresponds to an H with Yukawa-like fermionic couplings,
∼ Hψψ.
For a pp collider, we will show that for signal alone the pT and η variables of the lepton
cannot distinguish between the V and A hypotheses or between the LH and RH hypothe-
ses. Interference between a W ′ and the SM W background could in principle break this
degeneracy, yet such effects are found to be negligible for the TeV-mass bosons considered
in this study. Thus, under our approximations the VA, CH and SC hypotheses comprise
three distinct signals.
For the sake of simplicity, we only focus on positively charged resonances, W ′+ and H+,
with masses of 1 TeV, and analyze the e+νe final state, although this can be applied to
higher masses, negatively-charged final states, and to the muon final states as well. Also,
we assume that the coupling strengths and structure are universal to both the quark and
the lepton sectors (even for H+), and to all generations.
We also take into consideration the effects of different boson resonance widths, varying
from truly narrow widths to sizeable ones for the 1 TeV resonance. Explicitly, we considered
widths of ∼ 100, 10, 1, and 0.1 GeV. However, it turns out that the training outcomes upon
1 These are the interactions familiar to us in the SM. The proposed method can be generalized to include
other interactions, such as other linear combinations of ∼ W ′µψγµ(a+ bγ5)ψ. The discriminating power,
of course, will depend upon how close the different coupling classes are.
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different widths are quite similar. We will focus on the samples of 10-GeV width, a choice to
mimic the SM W width-to-mass ratio ΓW/mW ≈ 1/40, in most of our presentation below.
Beside the leading-order (LO) process, we have also studied the next-to-leading-order
(NLO) process in which an extra jet is produced in the final state. To account for the
extra information provided by the jet, we will further extend the 2D histogram inputs of our
CNN to include more variable pairs by using the three RGB colors, to demonstrate that the
CNN approach of Ref. [22] can be generalized to more dimensions. We will formulate a few
different input schemes for these NLO histograms, although there is no major performance
difference among the different schemes. To understand these results, we will also study the
importance and contributions of the different variable pairs in these schemes. It is worth
noting here that for situations involving more kinematic variables like this, our results show
that the CNN approach is more convenient than and superior to conventional methods, such
as Bayesian hypothesis or χ2 tests.
We prepare the samples assuming 14-TeV pp collisions, which is the expected COM
energy of LHC Run-III. Going beyond the signal-only hypothesis testing of [22], we will also
include the SM background from the W boson. We will investigate scenarios of different
S/B and S/
√
B assuming an integrated luminosity of L = 60 fb−1, a value comparable to
the amount of the LHC Run-II data collected in 2018. This value will affect two things: the
labelling of S/
√
B, which can be substituted by the L-independent S/B; and the number
of events used to form individual histograms, whose effects have also been explored in our
study and provided in the Appendix. As our results will demonstrate, the CNN can start
distinguishing the signal hypotheses when S/B = 0.1 and have nearly perfect performance
for S/B & 0.6. Overall, our approach can in some sense be viewed as a model-independent
approach, as it does not require specific model details except for the masses, widths, and
couplings of the heavy bosons. This will be justified in Sec. II.
In the Appendix, we further provide details of technical studies of the CNN performance
when varying the event numbers per histogram and corresponding total sample sizes, resolu-
tions, and kinematic windows. In addition, we investigate the results of applying the wrong
models on the testing samples. Finally, we compare the performances of binary classifiers
to those of the original ternary classifiers by performing a projection on the testing scores
of the latter, which demonstrates that our ternary classifier is as capable as the individual
binary classifiers.
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This paper is organized as the following. In Sec. II, we briefly review the kinematic
properties of bosons of different coupling classes. In Sec. III, we discuss the LO and NLO
samples and analyze their kinematic features. In Sec. IV, we describe the details of our
CNN model as well as the training specifications. In Sec. V, we present and discuss the LO
and NLO training results. In Sec. VI, we compare our NN method with a few traditional
hypothesis tests and discuss the pros and cons. In Sec. VII, we draw conclusions and propose
possible further studies. Finally, more technical details of our investigations are provided in
Appendix A.
II. PARTON-LEVEL ANALYSIS OF GENERAL SINGLY-CHARGED BOSONS
Consider the following processes:
pp→ W+/W ′+/H+ → e+νe . (1)
The corresponding pT and η differential cross sections of e
+ are given by
dσ
dχ
=
∑
q,q′
∫
dxdy
dσˆ(x, y)
dχ
|Vqq′ |2 · q(x,Q2)q¯′(y,Q2) , (χ = pT , η) (2)
where Vqq′ is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element and q(x,Q
2), q¯′(y,Q2)
are the parton distribution functions (PDFs).
The parton-level pT and η differential cross sections for H and W
′ are given respectively
by
dσˆH
dpT
=
1
2pi
y4H
(p2 −m2H)2 +m2HΓ2H
pT√
1− 4p2T
p2
, (3a)
dσˆW ′
dpT
=
1
2pi
2 (c2V + c
2
A)
2
(
1− 2p2T
p2
)
(p2 −m2W ′)2 +m2W ′Γ2W ′
pT√
1− 4p2T
p2
, (3b)
and
dσˆH
dη
=
sech2 η
32pi
128E21E
2
2
(p2 −m2H)2 +m2HΓ2H
· y4H
F (E1, E2, η)
G2(E1, E2, η)
, (4a)
dσˆW ′
dη
=
sech2 η
32pi
128E21E
2
2
(p2 −m2W ′)2 +m2W ′Γ2W ′
{
2(c2V + c
2
A)
2
[
I(E1, E2, η)
H(E1, E2, η)
+
I(E2, E1, η)
H(E2, E1, η)
]
+4c2V c
2
A
[
J(E1, E2, η)
H(E1, E2, η)
+
J(E2, E1, η)
H(E2, E1, η)
]}
, (4b)
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where p2 = xys, E1 =
x
√
s
2
, E2 =
y
√
s
2
,
√
s = 14 TeV and F,G,H, I, J are given by
F (A,B, η) ≡ (A+B)2 + (A−B)2 tanh2 η ,
G(A,B, η) ≡ (A+B)2 − (A−B)2 tanh2 η ,
H(A,B, η) ≡ [(A+B)− (A−B) tanh η]4 ,
I(A,B, η) ≡ A2(1− tanh η)2 +B2(1 + tanh η)2 ,
J(A,B, η) ≡ A2(1− tanh η)2 −B2(1 + tanh η)2 .
(5)
From these parton-level differential cross sections, one can tell H and W ′ apart from the
pT distributions alone. However, the W
′ bosons of different coupling structures would give
identical pT distributions up to the normalization (c
2
V + c
2
A)
2 factor in Eq. (3b). On the
other hand, the second term in the curly brackets of Eq. (4b) is proportional to c2V c
2
A and
would lead to distinct η distributions for different W ′ coupling scenarios. Thus, combining
the parton-level pT and η distributions, one should be able to readily distinguish among
the three classes but cannot distinguish between V and A nor between LH and RH from
the shape of the distributions alone. After convoluting with the PDF’s, the distribution
differences among the classes become less obvious, but will still be detectable through our
technique.
III. SAMPLE GENERATION AND ANALYSIS
We prepare our parton-level samples using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO v2.7.0 [26], followed
by parton shower and hadronization performed with Pythia 8.2.44 [27]. The samples are
then passed to Delphes 3.4.2 [28] for detector simulation using the default CMS card. The
events are reconstructed with FastJet 3.3.2 [29]. In particular, the final-state jets in the
NLO processes are reconstructed using the anti-kT clustering algorithm [30] with the cone
radius R = 0.4.
The processes are simulated for 14-TeV LHC collisions with the NNPDF23 nlo as 0119 [31]
PDF set. The W ′- and H-mediated processes are generated respectively with the Wprime
model and General 2HDM from the FeynRules [32] model database. For concreteness, the
new resonance masses mW ′ = mH = 1 TeV. In what follows, we describe the details of the
LO and NLO samples.
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A. LO samples
The LO samples are generated for the processes:
pp→ W ′+/H+/W+ → e+νe .
The cuts imposed at the generator level are summarized in TABLE I. The selection cut is
imposed to avoid the tail of SMW background while retaining a sufficient amount of the new-
physics (NP) signals below the Jacobian peak at p`T = mW ′/2 = mH+/2 = 500 GeV. This
pT cut is a practical one so that the CNN training samples are not background dominated
at the low end of this cut, which assists in training while allowing our pT binning to be
sufficiently high in resolution. However, in the Appendix, we will explore how the CNN
performance depends on the pT cut, where we show there can be a trade-off in information
loss (too high of a cut) and pT resolution (too low of a cut).
Basic cuts p`T > 10 GeV ;
∣∣η`∣∣ < 2.5
Selection cut p`T > 300 GeV
TABLE I: Summary of cuts imposed on the LO samples at the generator level.
We denote the new boson width by ΓNP and consider four different values: 100, 10, 1,
and 0.1 GeV. We will show in Sec. V that the width varying in this range does not affect the
training outcomes much. At the generator level, we generate 1M events for each of the VA,
CH, SC, and SM classes. After detector simulation, the successfully tagged event numbers
are roughly as listed in TABLE II for all four widths.
Class VA CH SC SM
Number
ΓNP ≈ 100 GeV 717K 736K 719K
733K
ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV 716K 737K 716K
ΓNP ≈ 1 GeV 716K 738K 717K
ΓNP ≈ 0.1 GeV 717K 737K 717K
TABLE II: LO event numbers for each of VA, CH, SC, and SM classes and for ΓNP ≈ 100,
10, 1, and 0.1 GeV after detector simulation.
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We choose to divide both peT and η
e into 40 bins so as to satisfy the minimum dimension
requirement of the VGG-19 model used in the TLN while our CNN still remains trainable.
We only show the corresponding peT , η
e, and peT vs. η
e distributions for ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV in
FIG. 1. As the boson width increases, the Jacobian peak of peT distribution would become
broader, while the ηe distribution would remain identical.
As discussed in Sec. II, ideally the pT curves of the VA and CH classes should be identical
in FIG. 1; however, there is a slight difference between the two due to numerical precision
in the selected couplings. Since there is a much larger difference in the η distributions, we
do not expect this difference to strongly affect the training or performance. The same issue
will also occur in the NLO case.
The color scheme for FIG. 1(c), and also for the remaining 2D histograms, are as follows:
the coldest color (blue) denotes a 0 entry, while the warmest color (red) denotes the maximum
entry among all four classes. From FIG. 1(c), we see the Jacobian peaks at pT = 500 GeV
for all the NP classes, with the CH class possessing the longest tail toward low peT , followed
by the VA class and finally the SC class. Such differences in the peT tail and the spread in
ηe show the kinematic information that can be used to distinguish among the three classes,
even after including the background.
(a) (b)
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(c)
FIG. 1: (a) peT , (b) η
e, (c) peT vs. η
e distributions for the LO samples of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV.
In plots (a) and (b), VA is depicted in red, CH in green, SC in blue, and SM in black. All
the distributions are unit normalized. In plot (c), the color scale range goes from 0 to the
maximum entry among all four classes, with the warmer/colder regions denoting more/fewer
event entries. The same color scheme is applied to all the following figures.
Within the selected phase space, the fiducial cross section for the SM class is
σB,LO = 25.30 fb . (6)
Correspondingly, the number of SM events is
BLO = σB,LO × L ≈ 1520 . (7)
Each histogram to be fed into the CNN is made up of a total of NLO events, where NLO is
given by
NLO = BLO ×
(
1 +
SLO
BLO
)
, (8)
where SLO denotes the number of signal events and we will vary the signal-to-background
ratio SLO/BLO in our considerations.
We first study low-significance scenarios (with SLO/
√
BLO = 1− 10), and then move on
to high-significance scenarios (with SLO/BLO = 0.1 − 1.5), focusing exclusively on samples
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of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV. A few sample (η, pT ) histograms for SLO/BLO = 1.0 are shown in FIG. 2.
Note that it is quite challenging to distinguish them by eye at high accuracy but will be a
simple job for the CNN.
(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 2: Some LO input histograms for (a) VA, (b) CH, and (c) SC samples of SLO/BLO = 1.0.
In order to generate enough training histograms, we shuffle the sample events several
times before grouping them into sets of NLO, and then repeat this process until at least 15K
histograms are produced for each significance scenario.
B. NLO samples
The NLO samples are generated for the processes:
pp→ jW ′+/H+/W+, W ′+/H+/W+ → e+νe ,
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which include three types of diagrams: initial state radiation (ISR), gq t-channel, and gq
s-channel.
The cuts imposed at the generator level are summarized in TABLE III. The p`T selection
cut is imposed for the same reason as in the LO case. However, the emission of the jet allows
more of the background to pass this cut, so we place an addition  ET selection cut on all
NLO samples.
Basic cuts
p`T > 10 GeV , p
j
T > 20 GeV ;
|η`| < 2.5 , |ηj | < 5.0 ; ∆Rj` > 0.4
Selection cuts p`T > 300 GeV ,  ET > 300 GeV
TABLE III: Summary of cuts imposed on the NLO samples at the generator level.
All the physical parameters are the same as in the LO ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV case. We also
generate 1M parton-level events for each class, and the tagged event numbers after detector
simulation are listed in TABLE IV.
Class VA CH SC SM
Number 668K 684K 668K 700K
TABLE IV: NLO event numbers after selection cuts for each of VA, CH, SC, and SM
classes and for ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV.
The corresponding SM fiducial cross section and event number within this phase space
are given by
σB,NLO = 19.08 fb , (9)
BNLO = σB,NLO × L ≈ 1140 . (10)
As in the LO case, we also study both the low-significance and high-significance scenarios.
Since the NLO process has a three-body final state, we now have 5 physical degrees of
freedom. The straightforward observables are:
• peT and pjT : transverse momenta of e+, j, respectively.
• ηe and ηj: pseudorapidities of e+, j, respectively.
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• ∆φej: azimuthal separation between e+ and j.
To form the required histograms, but at the same time to involve as much information as
possible, we further consider three derived observables:
•  ET : missing transverse energy.
• ∆φeE and ∆φjE: azimuthal separations between e+ and  ET and between j and  ET ,
respectively.
The distributions of these kinematic observables are shown in FIG. 3.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
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(e) (f)
(g) (h)
FIG. 3: Distributions in NLO kinematic observables: (a) peT , (b) η
e, (c) pjT , (d) η
j, (e)  ET ,
(f) ∆φej, (g) ∆φeE, (h) ∆φjE for samples of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV.
To choose the three pairs of variables for making our RGB histograms, we propose three
schemes:
• Physical Relation (Scheme 1): Intuitively, the kinematic information measured from
a single object should manifest high correlation. Therefore, we first pair up peT and
ηe as well as pjT and η
j. Then, guessing that observables of the same mass dimension
should be more related, we randomly choose two out of the three azimuthal separation
variables, ∆φeE and ∆φjE, to form the third pair.
• Principal Component Analysis (Scheme 2): Following Ref. [22], we also select another
three pairs of variables by performing a principal component analysis (PCA). The
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results are shown in TABLE V. We start from the principal component (PC) with the
highest variance. In each PC, we select the two variables with the highest (absolute)
correlations to form a pair. Thus, from PC-1, we pair up ∆φeE and ∆φjE; and from
PC-2, we pair up peT and  ET . Since ∆φej is already paired, we skip PC-3 and use
PC-4 to pair up ηe and ηj.
• Common Axis (Scheme 3): Even though the 5 degrees of freedom could be covered
by choosing 3 different pairs of variables, each RGB channel would have no spatial
correlations since they have different variables. On the other hand, if we set one of the
two axes of the three channels to always be peT , the CNN can then possibly make use of
the correlations of the other variables to peT , as it now becomes physically meaningful
to compare the correspondent pixels with a common peT coordinate. In light of this,
we choose the following three pairs for scheme 3: peT and η
e, peT and  ET , and p
e
T and
∆φej.
Variance
Correlations
peT p
j
T  ET η
e ηj ∆φej ∆φeE ∆φjE
PC-1 1.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.73 −0.49
PC-2 1.06 0.66 0.30 0.69 0.02 −0.02 0.00 0.00 −0.00
PC-3 1.04 −0.00 −0.01 0.01 0.00 −0.03 0.71 0.00 0.70
PC-4 1.00 −0.00 −0.04 0.02 0.71 0.70 0.02 0.00 0.01
PC-5 0.995 −0.30 0.91 −0.13 0.20 −0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00
PC-6 0.994 0.04 −0.25 0.02 0.68 −0.69 −0.02 0.00 −0.01
PC-7 0.944 0.69 0.12 −0.72 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01
PC-8 0.651 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.51 −0.68 −0.52
TABLE V: PCA result on NLO samples. The correlations indicate the linear components
of the principal components (PCs). The higher the variance is in absolute value, the more
significant the PC contributes to the diversity of the samples.
The corresponding 2D histograms are shown in FIG. 4. We will show in Sec. V that all
three schemes turn out to give similar training results.
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(a) peT vs. η
e (b) pjT vs. η
j
(c) ∆φeE vs. ∆φjE (d) p
e
T vs.  ET
(e) ηe vs. ηj (f) peT vs. ∆φej
FIG. 4: NLO 2D histograms formed from variable pairs determined according to the three
different schemes. Scheme 1: (a), (b), and (c); scheme 2: (c), (d), and (e); scheme 3: (a),
(d), and (f).
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IV. MODEL STRUCTURE AND TRAINING SPECIFICATIONS
In this section, we describe in detail the structure of our CNN model, which is constructed
with the Keras [33] library along with TensorFlow [34] for backend implementation. We will
also describe our training specifications, including the training parameters and strategies.
A. CNN structure
Our CNN is designed to read 40× 40 2D histograms of kinematic variable pairs as input,
and to classify each histogram into one of the three signal classes. For the LO samples, we
only input one channel: peT vs. η
e; while for NLO, we input three channels based on the three
different schemes described above. Again, for scheme 1, we input peT vs. η
e, pjT vs. η
j, and
∆φeE vs. ∆φjE; for scheme 2, we input p
e
T vs.  ET , η
e vs. ηj, and ∆φeE vs. ∆φjE; and for
scheme 3, we input peT vs. η
e, peT vs.  ET , and p
e
T vs. ∆φej. The CNN structure is specified
in TABLE VI. In finalizing these parameters, we found that increasing the complexity of
the NN model easily leads to over-fitting, and would even result in higher instability and
worse training outcomes.
B. Training specifications
In all trainings, we split the dataset into three subsets: training, validation, and testing
sets, in the proportion of 0.64 : 0.16 : 0.20. We set the batch size to 128 and the maximum
training epoch to 1000. To avoid over-training, we call for an early stopping if the validation
loss has not improved by more than 2× 10−4 for over 100 epochs.
To evaluate the performance of our CNN, we determine the receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curve in terms of the one-against-all strategy: we only consider the binary
comparisons between class i and a combination of the other two classes, where i is the tar-
get class to be tested. Then, we calculate the areas under the ROC curves (AUCs) as the
measure of the CNN performance.
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LO NLO
Input
40× 40 images
peT vs. η
e
RGB Color Schemes
Scheme 1: peT vs. η
e,pjT vs. η
j ,∆φeE vs. ∆φjE
Scheme 2: peT vs.  ET ,η
e vs. ηj ,∆φeE vs. ∆φjE
Scheme 3: peT vs.  ET , p
e
T vs.  ET , p
e
T vs. ∆φej
Layers
batch normalization layer
convolutional 2D layer: 3-32a
max pooling 2D layer: 2-2b
convolutional 2D layer: 3-32
max pooling 2D layer: 2-2
flatten layer
dense layer: 128c
Layer settings
hidden layer activation = relu
output layer activation = softmax
Compilation
loss = categorical crossentropy
optimizer = adam
metric = accuracy
a This means that the filter kernel dimension is 3× 3, and that there are 32 nodes in the
convolutional layer.
b This means that the max pooling kernel dimension is 2× 2, and that each stride is 2 pixels.
c This means that there are 128 nodes in the dense layer.
TABLE VI: LO and NLO CNN structure specifications.
V. TRAINING RESULTS
In this section, we present the trained CNN results of the LO and NLO processes for
various significances. We refer some more technical details to Appendix A. For the NLO
case, we further investigate the importance of individual kinematic observable pairs.
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A. LO results
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 5: LO low-significance training outcomes for samples of ΓNP ≈ (a) 100, (b) 10, (c) 1,
and (d) 0.1 GeV. The AUCs for the NN to identify VA against non-VA are depicted red, CH
against non-CH in green, and SC against non-SC in blue. The same color scheme applies to
all the subsequent figures.
We present the low-significance training outcomes in FIG. 5, with different boson widths
taken into consideration. Low-significance scenarios refer to those with S/
√
B = 1, 2, · · · , 10.
As shown in the figures, the CNN can already start to distinguish the signal scenarios when
S/B & 0.1 and steadily improve with higher signal purities. Interestingly, S/B = 0.1 is close
to the discovery threshold S/
√
B = 5, suggesting that these technique can be used with a
similar luminosity as a discovery analysis, given the caveat that we have not attempted
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to optimize for discovery in our original cuts. For all the four different ΓNP samples, the
AUCs are roughly consistent with one another among three three NNs, suggesting that the
information of boson width does not affect the NN performance very much. This is believed
to be mainly due to the fact that only the pT distribution is changed by the width, only
making it harder to distinguish between W ′ and the H ′ hypotheses. Thus, we will focus
exclusively on the samples of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV in what follows. As another comparison, we
found that the TLN did not give better results, which showed that this problem had features
not contained in the base model and confirmed that our CNNs were properly trained with
good performance.
Next, we present the high-significance results in FIG. 6. High-significance scenarios refer
to those with S/B = 0.1, 0.2, · · · , 1.5 which all have S/√B ≥ 4. All the AUCs are steadily
increasing with S/B and reach nearly perfect identification rates for S/B & 0.6. In both
the low-significance and high-significance scenarios, CH class is always the easiest to be
identified, while VA and SC are more difficult.
FIG. 6: LO high-significance training outcomes samples of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV.
To give another more interpretable metric, we present in FIG. 7 the “accuracies” (ACCs)
of our CNN. The accuracy here (and the NLO case below) is to be understood as the class-
wise true positive rate. For this, we associate each testing histogram to the class for which
it gets the highest score, and then calculate the true positive rate for each class. Although
the curves are less stable in low-significance scenarios, the CNN can achieve ∼ 80% accuracy
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for all classes at S/B ≈ 0.3, and ∼ 90% at S/B ≈ 0.5− 0.6, showing a similar performance
turn on as the AUC curves. Even though accuracy is more interpretable, we continue to
focus on AUC as the more conventional metric to compare performance of our classifiers.
FIG. 7: LO low- and high-significance accuracies for samples of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV.
B. NLO results
For the NLO case, ΓNP is also set at ≈ 10 GeV for reasons stated before. We first present
the low-significance training outcomes in FIG. 8. Comparing FIG. 8 with FIG. 5, we see that
the NLO performance is roughly at the same level as the LO performance. This suggests
that our technique can generalize to higher-dimensional approaches, thus broadening the
range of viable channels to be studied. Moreover, there is no significant difference among
the three different schemes. Scheme 1 is slightly better at picking out the CH model at the
expense of the performances of the other two in comparison with Schemes 2 and 3. Due
to their similarity, we only focus on Scheme 3 in the high-significance training. The high-
significance training outcomes are shown in FIG. 9. Compared to FIG. 6, we see that the
NLO AUC curves saturate later at S/B ≈ 1.0, but it is difficult to make a fair comparison
as there are more events in the LO histograms for a given S/B.
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(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 8: NLO low-significance training outcomes for (a) Scheme 1, (b) Scheme 2, and (c)
Scheme 3 for samples of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV. (a) Scheme 1 utilizes peT vs. ηe, pjT vs. ηj, and ∆φeE
vs. ∆φjE. (b) Scheme 2 utilizes p
e
T vs.  ET , η
e vs. ηj, and ∆φeE vs. ∆φjE. (c) Scheme 3
utilizes peT vs.  ET , p
e
T vs.  ET , and p
e
T vs. ∆φej.
FIG. 9: NLO high-significance training outcomes for Scheme 3 for samples of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV.
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We also present in FIG. 10 the accuracies for NLO. The curves are unstable at low-
significance levels, as we saw in the LO accuracies, but the CNN can achieve ∼ 80% accuracy
for all classes at S/B ≈ 0.4, and ∼ 90% at S/B ≈ 0.6− 0.7.
FIG. 10: NLO low- and high-significance accuracies for samples of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV.
To understand the importance of the different variable pairs in the NLO CNN, we have
also trained the CNN on single pair histograms. The individual training outcomes using a
CNN trained on the individual histograms in the three NLO schemes are shown in FIG. 11.
Clearly, peT vs. η
e plays the most important role in the class discrimination, while pjT vs. η
j
and ∆φeE vs. ∆φjE barely contribute. This is physically understandable as we expect the
angular and coupling information of the leptonic decay to be preserved mostly in e+, which
is a direct decay product of the new charged bosons, rather than in j. Following peT vs. η
e
are ηe vs. ηj , peT vs. ∆φej, and p
e
T vs.  ET , with the first two best at identifying the CH class
and the latter two identifying the SC class. However, in all cases, VA is always the most
difficult to be identified. Compared to FIG. 9, we see that combining different channels does
lead to better overall performances, thus demonstrating that the multi-dimensional CNN
can successfully utilize the additional information in these channels.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
FIG. 11: NLO high-significance training outcomes using individual channels: (a) peT vs. η
e,
(b) pjT vs. η
j, (c) ∆φeE vs. ∆φjE, (d) p
e
T vs.  ET , (e) η
e vs. ηj, and (f) peT vs. ∆φej.
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VI. COMPARISON WITH BAYESIAN HYPOTHESIS TEST
Finally, to give context for our CNN approach, we compare the LO results with a standard
hypothesis test, the Bayesian hypothesis test (BH test).2 In the Bayesian approach, for a
specific observed dataset D, the probability for it to suggest a specific hypothesis Hk is given
by
P (Hk|D) = P (D|H
k)× P (Hk)∑
k P (D|Hk)× P (Hk)
, (11)
where P (Hk) denotes the prior that the hypothesis H
k is correct, and P (D|Hk) gives the
conditional probability to obtain the dataset D given the fact that Hk is correct. In our
study, we assume that it is equally likely for all the hypotheses (k = VA, CH, and SC) to
be correct and hence P (Hk) = 1/3. We assume Poisson distributions for all individual bin
counts, and the conditional probabilities are then given by
P (D|Hk) =
∏
m,n
f(hDmn, H
k
mn) (12)
where f(hDmn, H
k
mn) denotes the Poisson probability for an observed number of counts h
D
mn
at the pixel (m,n) in the 2D histogram, assuming an expectation value of Hkmn. From the
definition of Eq. (12), we could see that there would be a problem if any Hkmn = 0 because
an observed count in this pixel would have an extremely high weight in determining the
hypothesis. To overcome this problem, we first symmetrize Hk across the ηe axis and then
perform locally non-uniform binning to take into account small numbers of events at the
pseudorapidity edges |ηe| ∼ 2.5.
The low- and high-significance results for both CNN and BH tests are shown in FIG. 12.
The plots indicate that the CNN approach is able to produce the same or better level of
performance as the BH test for S/B ≥ 0.3. We note that the binning strategy used in the
BH test could be more difficult to resolve in other cases. For example, for a higher mass
resonance, the pT range to be studied would be wider, with more chances to get empty bins.
Therefore, either more events need to be generated or the bins should be made coarser;
otherwise, the BH test cannot be applied properly. Another complication could occur if
more kinematic variables are needed, as the dimension of the phase space to be studied
increases, proper binning will become more challenging.
2 We have also tried to contrast with the χ2 test, but it suffers from serious issues given the presence of bins
with small or zero expected events, which has to be resolved through coarser binning and decomposing
the ternary test to multiple binary tests.
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FIG. 12: LO AUCs for samples of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV, obtained using the CNN, with the
histogram dimension 40×40, and using the BH tests, with the histogram dimension 40×40
and adjusted with locally non-uniform binning, for both low- and high-significance scenarios.
FIG. 13: NLO AUCs for samples of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV, obtained using the CNN, with histogram
dimension 40× 40, and using the BH tests, with the histogram dimension 20× 20, for both
low- and high-significance scenarios.
In fact, we encounter such an issue when we turn to NLO. To compare to the NLO
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Scheme 3 CNN, we perform a BH test using
P (D|Hk) =
3∏
a=1
P (Da|Hka ) (13)
where a represents the three input channels.3 This time, it is harder to resolve the zero-bin
issue properly, and hence we simply reduce the histogram dimension to 20× 20. The results
are shown in FIG. 13. We can see that the CNN outperforms the BH test once S/B & 0.2.
As these two comparisons show, the CNN compares favorably in performance with the
standard Bayesian hypothesis test. To summarize the pros and cons compared to the BH
test, the CNN has the advantage that it automatically takes care of binning issues, does
not require a large sample to approximate the probability density functions, and easily
generalizes to higher dimensions while it has the normal neural network disadvantage of
proper training and validation.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated the ability of a neural network to distinguish different
resonances in the pp→ W ′/H → `ν` process at the LHC. We showed that the original event-
by-event ambiguities in the coupling differentiation problem could be tackled with neural
network classifiers with a convolutional neural network architecture using binned histograms
as input images. The predicted pT distributions allow the discrimination between H and
W ′, and because of the boosted parton collision frame, W ′ with different couplings further
manifest distinct η distributions.
Extending previous signal-only analyses [22], we demonstrated that a simple CNN could
start distinguishing the signals even with low signal-to-background ratio (S/B), saturating
to nearly perfect performance at S/B & 0.6. As our NLO schemes show, the 2D approach
of [22] can also be generalized to higher dimensions, where we took into account the extra
information of the jet by using RGB channels to represent different kinematic variable pairs.
These NLO performances were roughly as good as those in the LO case even with fewer
number of events at the same S/B. Performance differences resulting from different boson
3 In principle, a 4D version of the BH test could be done with the full knowledge of the probability density
function in the 4D phase space of (peT , ET , η
e,∆φej). This is challenging computationally, but it would
be interesting to compare with either a 4D CNN or a 6-color 2D CNN taking in all the variables.
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widths and the three pairing schemes were also investigated, and it was concluded that there
was no major difference among the training results. Finally, we studied the importance of
each individual variable pair in the NLO CNNs, and found out that they had different
discrimination power for the three signal classes, with some variable pairs being more suited
to picking out certain classes.
Out of all the variable pairs, the CNN still relied on the information of the charged lepton
the most, although our results showed that the RGB color scheme successfully combined
multiple channels to produce a better overall performance. As a final comparison, we also
showed that this technique was as good or better than the conventional Bayesian hypothesis
testing procedure, without having to worry about binning issues or how to generalize to
higher dimensions.
Even though this study is based upon the specific choice of 1-TeV mass for the new
charged resonance, it can be readily extended to other mass ranges that better meet the
current experimental constraints. Moreover, more general studies can also be considered,
such as including lepton universality violation, non-universal couplings to quark and lepton
sectors, different channels other than the LO and NLO process presented here, etc. More
generally, the technique we have explored can easily be applied to any hypothesis testing
scenario. For possible future explorations, inputs of more than 3 channels and higher-
dimensional “super-images” would be interesting directions to extend the current approach.
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Appendix A: Technical studies
To better understand the technical details of this method, we investigate the dependence
of the LO CNN on variables such as the resolution and kinematic window. We also confirm
the consistency between binary and ternary classifiers by introducing a projection of scores in
the latter case, which has also been studied in ref. [23]. Finally, we demonstrate how robust
the performance of the CNN is even when applied to testing samples from a distribution it
is not trained on with different S/B ratios and decay widths.
1. Kinematic window and resolution
We expect the performances of the NNs to be better if we extend the phase space from
peT > 300 GeV to a lower p
e
T minimum as it would include more information about the
signal. However, there are two problems associated with an unchecked extension of this
lower bound:
• First, when peT gets closer to mW/2, the number of NP signals will be overwhelmed by
the number of SM signals around the W boson Jacobian peak. Therefore, including
information from this region would contribute little to none. What is even worse is
that the excess of SM signals may confuse the NNs and reduce its efficiency.
• Second, if one were to maintain the same pT resolution for the histogram bins, the
needed NN complexity and computational resources for training would increase rapidly
as pT,min lowers. Yet if one wants to maintain the same level of input bins for the NNs,
the resolution in peT would be compromised.
As a result, we expect a “sweet spot” that balances these issues. We base our study upon
samples of S/B = 0.1 and 0.2 under the cuts given in TABLE I. To extend peT to lower
regions, we first define the following parameters:
B, B′: numbers of SM events for pT,min = 300, 100 GeV, respectively.
Sc, S
′
c: numbers of class c events for pT,min = 300, 100 GeV, respectively.
We generate another set of samples based upon the same settings as before, but change
the selection cut from peT > 300 GeV to p
e
T > 100 GeV. Introducing the ratios rB ≡ B′/B
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and rSc ≡ S ′c/Sc, the mixing ratio between the NP and SM events should then be modified
to
S ′c
B′
=
rSc
rB
Sc
B
. (A1)
In general, rSVA , rSCH , and rSSC are all different. This would lead to histograms with
different number of events. Instead, we define rS ≡
∑
c rSc/3 and mix the new samples of
all three classes according to:
S ′
B′
=
rS
rB
S
B
, (A2)
where the ratio rS/rB ≈ 0.040 for the example of pT,min = 100 GeV. The same procedure is
carried out for pT,min = 150, · · · , 500 GeV, respectively, and the corresponding histograms
of dimension 40× 40 are then made from the mixed samples. Note that in these studies, we
fix the bin size of ηe.
The AUCs of CNN trained upon LO histograms of different pT,min are plotted in FIG. 14.
It is clear that there exists a “sweet window” for the cut in the range of [150, 250] GeV. The
performance deteriorates for peT,min either lower or higher than the window boundaries.
(a) (b)
FIG. 14: LO AUCs of training upon histograms of different pT,min, with their dimensions
fixed to 40 × 40 and covering the entire pT range. The histograms are made from samples
of S/B = (a) 0.1 and (b) 0.2.
To pin down whether the effect of pT,min is due to resolution or training, we resize the
histograms to dimension 60× 60, and fix the pT bin width to 10 GeV. The bins outside the
cut are then filled with zeros so as to retain a uniform structure for our NNs. The results are
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given in FIG. 15. One sees that the overall bell-shaped trend still manifests, which suggests
that the reduced performance of a lower pT,min is due to incomplete training rather than the
resolution.
(a) (b)
FIG. 15: LO AUCs of training upon histograms of different pT,min, with their dimensions
fixed to 60×60, pT bin width to 10 GeV, and the uncovered bins left empty. The histograms
are made from samples of S/B = (a) 0.1 and (b) 0.2.
We further study the effect of peT resolution in the following way: we only use events with
peT ∈ [300, 600] GeV, and slice them into 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 40 bins, respectively. Samples of
S/B = 0.1 and 0.2 are again used. To retain the same NN structure, we fill in null bins
so that the histograms are still of dimension 40 × 40. The training outcomes are shown in
FIG. 16. The AUCs apparently drop as the bin number decreases, but only when there are
five or fewer bins, confirming that the pT resolution does play a role in the NN performance
but only once the binning is extremely coarse. As one increase the bins, the AUCs have
nearly saturated their maximum values way before Nbin = 40. Consequently, we could infer
that as long as the ηe resolution remains sufficiently high, the peT resolution does not need
to be maximized to obtain the optimal NN performance.
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(a) (b)
FIG. 16: LO AUCs of trainings upon histograms in which the peT range [300, 600] GeV is
binned into 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 40 bins with uncovered bins left empty. Samples of S/B = (a)
0.1 and (b) 0.2 are used.
2. Consistency between binary and ternary classifiers
Even though we are dealing with a three-class problem, one alternative other than training
a ternary classifier to tag a specific sample set is to test it with multiple binary classifiers.
If the NNs are all properly trained, we should expect a consistency in their performances.
Therefore, we compare the two methods in the following way.
After each individual testing sample is tested by a trained ternary NN classifier, it will
be assigned with a three-component score array, (P1, P2, P3), denoting its “probabilities” of
belonging to one of the three classes. Suppose we are trying to compare a ternary NN’s
performance with that of a binary NN concerning the discrimination between class i and
class j, we project the score components of the ternary by defining
P ′k =
Pk
Pi + Pj
, k = i, j . (A3)
We then go on to compare the projected AUCs with the AUCs given by the true binary
classifier dedicated to class i and j. FIG. 17 shows the AUCs of the projected ternary
(left) and binary (right) scores dedicated to VA vs. CH, CH vs. SC, and SC vs. VA for
different S/B ratios. As one can see, the projected ternary AUCs are consistent with the
binary AUCs. This implies that the ternary classifier we trained gave the same level of
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performances in terms of binary classifications as the dedicated binary classifiers did.
(a) (b)
FIG. 17: LO AUCs of (a) projected ternary and (b) binary scores dedicated to VA vs. CH,
CH vs. SC, and SC vs. VA for different S/B ratios. The AUCs for VA vs. CH are depicted
in red, CH vs. SC in green, and SC vs. VA in blue.
Also, it is interesting to see that as long as the CH class is included, the performances
are all above 0.8 for S/B ≥ 0.1, and would already reach 1.0 at S/B = 0.3, meaning that
it is relatively easy to identify the CH class from the other two; on the contrary, it is much
harder for the NN to distinguish the VA class from the SC class.
3. Applying the wrong models
Another interesting question is what would happen if the wrong models are applied to
the testing sets. There are two ways in our analysis of testing this: wrong significance and
wrong decay widths. In the following, we show the two corresponding tests:
The first is to use the models trained upon LO samples of ΓNP ≈ 100 GeV to test the
samples of ΓNP ≈ 0.1 GeV at a fixed S/
√
B and vice versa, as well as between samples
of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV and ΓNP ≈ 1 GeV. We then calculate the ratios of the “wrong AUCs”
to the “correct AUCs” with respect to different significances. To compare with FIG. 1(c),
we show the peT vs. η
e distributions for ΓNP ≈ 100, 1, 0.1 GeV in FIG. 18. The training
results are shown in FIG. 19. We can see that applying models of the wrong widths still
yields some distinguishability, yet they are much worse than applying the correct models.
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This indicates the importance of getting the right order of magnitude for ΓNP before setting
up the trainings, and shows that even an incorrectly trained NN still has an AUC within
∼ 20− 30% of the correctly trained model.
(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 18: peT vs. η
e distributions for ΓNP ≈ (a) 100, (b) 1, and (c) 0.1 GeV.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 19: Ratios of the LO AUCs from the tests with (a) ΓNP ≈ 100 GeV models applied
on ΓNP ≈ 0.1 GeV samples, (b) ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV models applied on ΓNP ≈ 1 GeV samples,
(c) ΓNP ≈ 1 GeV models applied on ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV samples, and (d) ΓNP ≈ 0.1 GeV
models applied on ΓNP ≈ 100 GeV samples, to the AUCs using the correct models in the
low-significance scenarios.
The second is to use the models trained upon LO samples of S/
√
B = 3, 5, 8 to test the
samples of S/
√
B = 1, 2, · · · , 10 for a fixed ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV. We also calculate the ratios
of the “wrong AUCs” to the “correct AUCs” for different significances and show them in
FIG. 20. We observe that the wrong models are still able to yield reasonable results in the
vicinity of the trained significance level. This result shows that some deviation from the
correct significance is all right if one is satisfied with performance within 5%.
These two comparisons indicate that when applying our analysis to the parameter space
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of the signal hypotheses, even a coarse set of CNNs covering the allowed parameter space
will still have reasonable performance for a model with a decay width or significance different
than the ones used for the set of CNNs, allowing a reduction of computing resources with a
trade off of a small drop in performance.
(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 20: Ratios of the LO AUCs from the tests with (a) S/
√
B = 3, (b) S/
√
B = 5, and (c)
S/
√
B = 3 models applied on samples of different S/
√
B ratios to the correct AUCs, using
samples of ΓNP ≈ 10 GeV.
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